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In the past few years, there has been an increase in the number of robots interacting with 
people in public spaces. Robots and humans co-existing in an environment require an 
understanding of each other’s intention to perform safe and optimal interactions. One of 
the most basic forms of intention inference consists of predicting an individual’s future 
poses. While existing work on human tracking tends to use basic knowledge of the gait 
directly extracted from the lower-body that governs the spatio-temporal dynamics of the 
locomotion, such methods become impractical in public environments where the number 
of people and occlusions make it nearly impossible to see the placement of the feet and 
legs.
In this work, we propose a framework for people perception and intention inference in 
real-time which leverages the relationship between the feet and upper-body for estimating 
and predicting future postures and gait phases when the feet cannot be directly observed. 
In addition, the inputs to the framework solely use depth data, with the added benefit of 
being privacy-friendly.
The spatio-temporal relationship between the feet and the upper-body was exploited to 
design a framework for gait phase inference from shoulder pose observations. Classification 
of gait phases is achieved using Hierarchical Hidden Markov Models that are capable of 
modelling complex sequences. The experimental results confirm that the current gait 
phase can be estimated from shoulder poses alone.
v
Given that shoulder motion can be used for inferring the current gait phase, a second
framework was designed to exploit the anticipatory signals contained in the upper-body
motion to predict the future gait phase and posture. A Recurrent Neural Network was
used to encode long-term dependencies in the sequences of poses. A custom loss function
was constructed to direct the learning by incorporating the bio-mechanical constraints of
human locomotion. Experimental results confirm that the motion states, postures and
gait phases, can be predicted from a sequence of shoulder poses, and that the accuracy is
improved by the custom loss function.
Finally, the problem of predicting an individual’s future poses is addressed by transferring
the learning from the second framework’s model to train another classifier used to drive a
dynamic motion model’s internal parameters within a tracking algorithm. Experimental
results confirm that the motion states predictive model can be used to boost and improve
the learning of a different classifier related to human motion, so that human tracking is
improved.
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